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helping improve the quality of the Baruch
community
through pioneering developments
for new directions
for college activities,
securing new resources
for the college and/or bridging the
college to relevant external communities.
Professor Gerard Dalgish of the
English department was one of two
recipients of the Service Award in
2004. Dalgish was Baruch’s ESL
director for 25 years and was doubling as a writing director for six of
ILL
US

This year Baruch is offering
two awards, the Presidential
Excellence Awards
and the Annual
Baruch College
Excellence
Awards,
to
merit professors and staff
members who
have gone beyond their basic
duties.
The Presidential Excellence Awards span three sections, Distinguished Scholarship, Distinguished Teaching,
and Distinguished Service. The
Distinguished Teaching Award
(one for full-time faculty and another for adjunct faculty) seeks out
professors who, through their commitment to teaching, have honed
their instructive abilities and have
brought a positive impact to the
students in terms of quality of instruction and student life.
The Distinguished Service
awards full-time faculty who committed their time outside of teach-
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SENIOR STAFF WRITER

SEE AWARDS PAGE 2

BUSINESS

Last Thursday, Baruch’s first
Africa Day Fair was hosted by Solutions Across Borders, a studentrun organization concerned with
bridging gaps between people of
various cultures in the modern age
of increasing globalization.
The event was a part of SAB’s
ongoing initiative “to offer students
opportunities to proactively participate in developing solutions to
cross-border challenges through
activism, volunteerism and awareness building,” explained Stacey
Korolkova, president and founder
of SAB.
During the event, students were
encouraged to donate to the Adakum Educational Foundation as
part of an effort to assist its antimalaria campaign. Funds were
raised through selling baked goods,
encouraging donations and informing people about the cause.
Japhet Aryiku, Baruch alumnus
and founder of the Adakum Education Foundation, attended the
event with his wife to offer assistance to SAB members in spreading
the word.
Aryiku was inspired to start
the organization after a 1998 trip
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The recession takes
its toll on
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to Mallam, an area near Accra,
Ghana, where AEF is currently
headquartered. In Accra, AEF operates the L&A Academy, a school
which teaches impoverished children from nursery-age until eighth
grade. The school has a current
enrollment of 380 students. AEF’s
complex also includes a medical
center to treat students and families.
AEF’s supporters include J.P.
Morgan Chase, the Tytle Family Foundation and Rotary of Connecticut. The foundation was created in 2006.
“I am happy to see that Baruch
students are socially conscious
and willing to learn about and help
causes in Africa,” said Keiko Akashi,
director of opportunities abroad
and head of the Africa Day Fair
committee.
“We want people to be aware of
what is going on and how they can
help. [We want to] influence them
to become active for the betterment
of others,” said Akashi of the fair.
Africa Day Fair saw its genesis
last fall when members of SAB traveled to Ghana as volunteers. They
assisted in the distribution and
installation of insecticide-treated
mosquito nets in the homes of children that attend the L&A Academy.
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Undergraduate Student Government President Rezwana Hoque
and Treasurer Cindy Tam made
themselves accountable to students
at last week’s USG meeting.
Hoque and Tam will surrender
half their stipends this month to
cover the purchase of programs for
the Government for the New Generation event, held on Feb. 19.
The colorful, four-page programs came out of the event’s
supply line, totaling $2,100. VicePresident of Legislative Affairs Ben
Guttmann requested an additional
$300 two days before the event.
Vice-President of Evening and PartTime Caroline Fernandez criticized
the proposal because it was made
too close to the event. The majority
of the senate disagreed and passed
the motion.
“I thought the event was great
for the community,” said Hoque.
“[But] we have to be held liable for
our actions. We (Hoque and Tam)
feel accountable.”
The president’s announcement
surprised Guttmann. He said that
the event was a success and that
there were too many programs for
the event but the measures taken
by Hoque and Tam were extreme.
“Your acting like what we (the
senate) did was a crime,” said Guttmann.
Hoque explained that the blame
rested on her and she would never
have agreed to the production of
350 programs if she had been properly informed.
The programs also drew harsh
criticism from President Kathleen
Waldron. According to Tam, Waldron was disgusted that USG had
the programs printed and that this
went against Baruch’s green initiatives. Coincidently, the Sustainability Task Force, the driving force
behind Baruch’s green movement,
met on the same floor as Guttmann’s event that day.
The GNG event took place in the
Vertical Campus 14th floor conference center and drew a small
turnout, totaling between 80 to
100 students. Guttmann estimated drawing at least 200 students.
Stacks of untouched programs lay
on a table outside the conference
center.
In a later interview Guttmann
expressed remorse for the event’s
turnout and the surplus of programs.
“I realized we made a mistake in
some of the planning of the event,”
said Guttmann.” We’re sorry.”
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“The Lion King” is still
roaring on Broadway.
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New Kindle
2 sports improved design
to reinvigorate
e-reader
market.
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] Two elevators broken in VC Awards
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

COMPILED BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS

BY MEGAN LAW

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

TUESDAY 3/3
Mitsui USA will host a lunch-time
forum featuring Professor Louis
Wells of Harvard Business School
in VC Room 7-750 at 12:15 p.m.

THURSDAY 3/5
Former Gov. Mario Cuomo will
speak at the second “Government
for the New Generation” event presented by USG from 12:35 p.m. in
VC Room 3-150. Cuomo will speak
about how the quality of our political dialogue affects us today and in
the future and then take questions
from the audience.
The ACPA will host “Mixed” starting at 8:00 p.m. in the Engelman
Recital Hall of the Vertical Campus.
“Mixed” is an award-winning, critically acclaimed, one-person show
that examines the lives of interracial people.

FRIDAY 3/6
The Asian-American/Asian Research Institute of CUNY will hold
“Ayurveda & Yoga: India’s Traditional Art Forms” by Joseph Aranha. It features a presentation on
how non-traditional ayurvedic
treatment complements yoga. It
will take place in VC Room 10-100
from 6 to 8 p.m.

Baruch’s Vertical Campus has
been experiencing congestion at
peak times because of two broken
elevators but students should see
relief soon.
“There are two elevators that
have been out of service. One is
the small elevator that serves the
athletic area and the other is passenger elevator No. 7 which is close
to resuming service after a weight
test,” said Jim Lloyd, the assistant
vice president of campus relations.
Recently, Baruch switched
maintenance firms.
“Mainco is our elevator maintenance firm. Their contract started
in August 2008 for the north campus and they have been the maintenance firm for the south campus
for some time,” said Lloyd.
In order to ensure that the elevators are fixed in a timely manner,
Mainco offers Baruch an on-site
team to tend to problems as they
occur but issues can arise depending on the repair.
“If a part is broken, they will
have to order the part, which can
take several weeks to procure,” said
Lloyd.
In this case, a unique part of the
elevator must be replaced. As a result, it had to be recast and special
ordered.
Andrew Kovalev, an elevator
mechanic who has been working
at Baruch for the past five years,
stated that “it was a major repair”
which required “a lot of time and
effort.”
He disclosed that the steel cables
had begun to show signs of wear,
including grooves in the metal. This
posed a serious safety violation.
Although the passenger elevator has been fixed, city inspectors

must approve that the repair is up
to their standards.
Until then, the elevator will remain out of service.
Ben Guttmann, the Undergraduate Student Government’s
vice-president of legislative affairs,
also met with Lloyd to address the
student complaints concerning the

“Repairing them
is a top priority
but due to the
original design
of the building,
it’s not as simple
as it looks. “
- Ben Guttmann
VP of Legislative Affairs
broken elevators.
“Obviously, repairing them is a
top priority but due to the original
design of the building, it is not as
simple as it looks,” said Guttmann.
In addition, Guttmann discussed methods of reducing congestion in the passenger elevators.
“For a short test run, the elevator
doors will be programmed to open
simultaneously, therefore eliminating the 10 second advantage that
students who sneak around the
back claim,” Guttmann said. “We’ll
see how things work out but hopefully this will ease the crush at the
elevators during peak times.”
Additionally, they spoke about

the three elevators in the west side
of the building because the express
elevator has been malfunctioning
and making local stops below the
eighth floor.
“We requested that that third
elevator be transitioned to a local
elevator full-time in another trial
run. As many students who use that
elevator bank are often waiting for
the local elevators, this should be
able to lighten the load on those
two,” said Guttmann.
Guttmann also explained that
Lloyd would be initiating a programming change so that idle elevators will return to the ground
floor.
“I’m a student, too, and I’ve personally all but given up on the elevators recently and have started taken
the stairs much more frequently,”
said Guttmann. “Fortunately, […]
Lloyd is very good at fixing problems on this campus and one of the
most student-friendly administrators that we work with.”
Lloyd estimates that the passenger elevator should be operational
in the next couple of weeks.
In the future, to prevent the elevators from malfunctioning and
causing an inconvenience to students and faculty, Lloyd said, “The
old elevators in 17 Lex are going to
be replaced during the renovation
of the building [and] the elevators
in the north campus will be monitored on a daily basis by Mainco.”
In addition, a new security guard
was hired to add to the current staff
of Public Safety. The new addition
will allow Public Safety to discourage students from entering behind
the elevators in the VC.
“Rather, [students] should stand
in line in front of the elevators. We
have received complaints that people are cutting in line by entering
through the back,” said Lloyd.

those years. He was the pioneer in
setting up the computer labs and
writing software for students and
teachers, a time-consuming effort that was entirely behind the
scenes.
”The college was saying that service for these students was important and worthy of an award and of
recognition,” said Dalgish of receiving the award. “Many ESL students
were successful and graduated with
honors so our department and the
writing program were truly impacting many students.”
Letters of nomination for the
Presidential Excellence Awards
can be from any source within the
Baruch community, including selfnominations and Baruch alumni.
Download the nomination form
at baruch.cuny.edu/studentaffairs/
pdf/nomform2009.pdf. Deadline
for nominations is March 5 and
completed forms should be sent to
provost.office@baruch.cuny.edu.
The Annual Baruch College Excellence Awards aim to recognize
full-time, non-faculty Baruch staff
members who have shown outstanding performance. Any staff
member with at least three years of
service as of March 31 is eligible.
The selection process will review
the nominees that consistently exceed expectations, the individual’s
achievement to an entire unit’s
productivity, dedication to superior customer service and innovations when solving problems.
The nomination form is available at baruch.cuny.edu/hr/documents/nomination09.doc.
The completed form can be
submitted to human.resources@
baruch.cuny.edu, faxed to 646-6606591 or placed in the HR mailbox
Box D-0202 at 135 East 22nd St.
Deadline for nominations is March
20.

USG Briefs
The Wall Street Club received a cosponsorship of $560 for food and
refreshments to be served during
their Friday workshops and as
a general supplement for event
funding.
P.R.I.D.E.’s emergency appeal for
a $3,000 co-sponsorship for Battle
of the Bands was approved by the
Board of Directors after having
been initially denied.
“Coffee Night” is set for March 2
with other ones planned for March
12, April 22 and May 7.
Vice-President
of
Academic
Affairs Jahn Golden created the
Sustainability Subcommittee.
Hidden City Café will now offer
a 10 percent discount to Baruch
students thanks to the efforts of
Lower Senator Sophia Zhardi.
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A taste of Polish culture on campus
BY AARON MONTEABARO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students piled into a Vertical
Campus classroom on Feb. 26 to
be greeted with the aroma of pierogies at a cultural event the PolishAmerican Society co-sponsored
with AIESEC.
Jolanta Norelli, a senior biology
major and the society’s president,
said her group’s mission is to teach
other students about Polish culture
and history.
She said that despite what many
people think, “Poland is a very
warm and happy country.”
Norelli and Aleksandra Baszynska, a senior finance major and fellow society member, presented a
slideshow on Polish history that included current economic statistics
and photographs of Polish cities
and national attractions.
Attendees also practiced pronouncing some common Polish
phrases and learned traditional
dance moves.
“The most important part of
the club is to speak Polish,” Norelli
said.
Norelli and Baszynska founded
the Polish American Society four
years ago and the group now has
about 100 members.
The group focuses on bringing
people of Polish identity together
but it also concentrates on teaching would-be exchange students,
international interns and others interested in Polish culture.

JOHN LEE I THE TICKER

Members of the Polish-American Society enjoyed dancing, learning the Polish language and community.
AIESEC, an international youth
fellowship that bills itself as the
world’s largest student organization, co-sponsored the 26 event.
Jessie Chen, AIESEC vice-president
of events, said their group works
with clubs around Baruch to promote events and help to make them
knowledgeable and enjoyable.
Attendees, most of whom were
of Polish ancestry, said they showed
up for just that — to practice their

Polish and meet other Polish people, as well as learn more about the
international learning and employment opportunities introduced by
AIESEC.
“I feel like all Polish people have
something in common,” said freshman Elzbieta Mechel.
A sense of common identity
and cultural awareness was noticeable in the room. For students who
don’t speak English as their native

language, the feeling of community
is very important to them.
Luiza Maj, a sophomore accounting major and native Pole,
said, “Sometimes [people] feel
more comfortable to speak Polish.
Polish people understand better.”
Norelli said she never realized
how much she loved her native culture until she left Poland.
“Now that we’re here we want to
celebrate the culture,” she said.
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NYU protests end Senators elected
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS

BY STEVE GUTTBINDER

Comment boards on the NYU
blog, NYULocal, were bombarded
STAFF WRITER
with reasons as to why most NYU
students felt that this protest failed.
Protests at New York UniverCommentators pointed out that
sity made national headlines two
TBNYU!’s first demand, a call for
weeks ago as a group of NYU stustudent amnesty, was a selfish act.
dents barricaded themselves in the
Most followers agreed that their
university’s student center.
demands were too far-fetched and
“Take Back NYU!” a student-run
tied together too many separate iscoalition with a mission statement
sues. A few days
to restore social
after the event, a
accountability
video was posted
and institutionshowing that the
al democracy to
protesters overNYU, claimed
exaggerated their
responsibility
claims of “harassfor the protest.
ment,” a disheartThe protest
ening blow to
started at night
anyone who felt
on Wednesday,
that the protest
Feb. 18 and
made progress in
ended that Friaddressing the
day afternoon.
AP.ORG
issues TBNYU!
For nearly 40
raised.
hours, protest- Eighteen NYU students protested for stabilized tuition rates and scholarships.
Alejandra
ers made up of
Montoya-Boyer,
NYU students
and other collegiate peers took list of diverse demands did more an NYU political science major, felt
the protest tainted NYU’s image.
over one of NYU’s newer buildings harm than good.
“I’ve had friends from other
“They mixed in too many isat the heart of the NYU campus, the
sues for one protest,” said Courtney schools tell me that the whole orKimmel Building.
Initially, 80 students barricaded Ferguson, an NYU senior. “If they deal only made us look like a bunch
themselves in the building with wanted to get anything accom- of stuck-up rich kids. That’s defimore protestors entering the build- plished, they should have just stuck nitely not the case for most of us,”
ing at multiple points throughout to one type of issue like school fi- said Montoya-Boyer.
The involved students, dubbed
the takeover. NYU officials allowed nances, something that everyone
the “Kimmel 18” by NYU’s newspathe protesters to occupy the space here can relate to.”
The takeover was planned per, Washington Square News, were
for the first night, but threatened
suspensions, expulsions and arrests weeks in advance and was staged initially suspended as a result of the
if the students did not vacate the as a “dance event” hours before protest. These suspensions were restudents began the protest, piling scinded on Feb. 27.
building by Thursday afternoon.
However, despite the protest’s
The coalition created a list of de- tables in front of the third floor cafmands that said must be met before eteria doors. Leaders of the group outcome, TBNYU!’s website states
the group would leave, which was even broke a lock to access a re- the “struggle for student power and
global justice has just begun.”
given to NYU administration. Re- stricted balcony area to protesters.
quests on the list included amnesty
for the parties involved with the
protest, the disclosure of the university’s operating budget, expenditures and endowment, the stabilization of student tuition rates and
scholarship offerings to students in
the Gaza Strip. In the end, none of
the 13 demands were met.
Many students felt that TBNYU!’s

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Despite losing the ability to advertise new openings, half of the
vacant positions in the Undergraduate Student Government were
filled as of this Tuesday, Feb. 24.
Jahn Golden, Melissa Lok and
Melissa Rusinek were voted in as
vice-president of academic affairs,
lower day senator and lower evening senator, respectively.
The offices of vice-president of
campus affairs and one other lower
day senator, previously occupied
by Golden, remain open.
The new additions, Lok and
Rusinek, were both involved with
some of the primary committees
extending membership to regular
Baruch students, prior to being officially instated.
Rusinek, a junior majoring in
political science, transferred from
Nassau Community College and
has actively participated with the
Sigma Alpha Delta honor society at
Baruch.
Lok is a freshman and a member of the Baruch Scholars program and has been working on the
campus affairs, legislative affairs
and academic affairs committee.
She also attended the Black, Latino and Asian Caucus Legislative
Conference with other members of
USG and used the event to help the
Baruch USG open lines of communication with the state governor’s
office.
“After the conference, we were
trying to get a meeting Gov. Paterson ... I had a chance to find his assistant and talk to her for a bit,” said
Lok. “Once she hears back from the

scheduling department, we are going to work something out.”
Prior to becoming vice-president of academic affairs, Golden
was a lower day senator. From this
position, he vocally promoted a
variety of environmentally friendly
initiatives, which eventually resulted in the formation of a Sustainability Subcommittee in USG, as
well as a Sustainability Task Force
composed of faculty, researchers
and administrators.
Over the winter intercession two
senators, Corey Bauer and Charisse
Holder, relinquished their roles. A
few weeks into the spring semester, Vincent Pullara and Aissata
Camara, vice-presidents of campus
affairs and academic affairs, respectively, resigned their positions.
Camara has not been seen at a USG
general meeting this semester.
“At the beginning of the semester, a lot of people were absent but
she was consistently not here,” said
Golden. “She’s still working extraordinarily hard but not on the Baruch
College campus primarily.”
Up until Feb. 24, there were four
positions unoccupied.
In previous semesters USG used
the Blackboard website, the online
student-teacher communication
instrument, as a platform for making public announcements to the
student body.
On Jan. 28, when the software
updated from the 6.3 to the more
recent 8.0 module, USG lost this capability for announcement.
To compensate for this, over the
last month USG members posted
flyers in their offices and on the bulletin boards in the Vertical Campus
cafeteria.
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Opinions
EDITORIALS

POLITICAL CARTOON

BARUCH’S LEADERS
NEED TO STEP UP
Baruch College is always in need for great leadership. Our
leaders are often silent or unaware of the problems faced by
students on a daily basis.
The economic crisis has affected the college to a significant
degree, but our leadership has not reached out to the student
body. This sets a poor example for tomorrow’s CEOs and other
business leaders.
Baruch’s Undergraduate Student President has shown that
she is not part of the rule, but an exception.
In an unprecedented move, President Rezwana Hoque
decided to give up half her stipend to account for a mismanagement of USG funds. This decision took an incredible amount
of courage and humility.
It is not everyday when a leader sees a mistake and moves
to rectify it, especially when it concerns money. Hoque showed
that the student body made the right decision when it voted for
her to assume the presidency over Hernan Giraldo.
We are tired of hearing about Wall Street executives doling
out big bonuses and then running to the government for stimulus money. We are tired of hearing about America’s business
leaders looking out for themselves, while hurting the middle
class. We need to hear about people that are setting themselves
apart and are choosing to decline the bonuses. Hoque is an
example of that leadership we need.
Leadership is taught to a person at a young age. Someone
that lies, cheats and steals their way to a 4.0 or the presidency
of a club only last so long, and we hear about them far too
often in the news.
We need to hear about leaders that are taking accountability
for a mistake.
Lets hope that Baruch College’s other leaders will follow
Hoque’s example and make our college a transparent college.
Desperate times call for exemplary leadership, but we’ve been
calling since November.
Answer the call, and lead us.

ILLUSTRATION BY KATIE ALARCON

YOUR LETTERS

TAKING BACK OUR
SCHOOLS
There have been protests by several dozens of students at
NYU and New School. Students barricading themselves in their
school’s cafeteria have served as a reminder to their respective
schools and to other college students the power we possess if
we work together for a cause.
While it is easy for others to condemn the way in which these
students have gone about hoping to implement change, it’s
becoming more and more apparent that school administrations
are not catering to the needs of their students. Consequently,
students and faculty alike are left with no choice but to find
ways to have their voices heard.
This past December, more than 70 New School students took
part in a protest that included a list of demands. Among their
demands included the removal of New School President Bob
Kerrey, who received an overwhelming vote of no confidence
from students and faculty, but received the support of New
School’s trustees.
Similarly, NYU students started a “Take Back NYU Campaign”, a program that has existed on campus for several years.
Among some of the issues they raised included the allocation
of NYU funds, where tuition is going and how the school conducts its fundraising.
Two weeks ago, students demanded that NYU’s administration provide students with an annual reporting of the university’s operating budget, expenditures and endowment.
When students and faculty feel their voices are not being
heard, they go through proper channels to express their displeasure with an issue.
When the issue is not addressed or falls on deaf ears, they
feel they need to take matters into their own hands. It is what
has motivated protests for the past couple of decades, from the
Black Panthers of the 1960’s to the AIDS Coalition to Unleash
Power (ACT UP) of the 1980’s.
While President Waldron and Baruch’s administration have
done a fair job monitoring how the school is run and organized,
there is always room for improvement.
While no protests appear to be on the horizon, those in
power can’t underestimate the power students possess.

Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed 250
words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should be
sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. to opinions@theticker.org.

CUNY Student Films - CUFF
One of the best things I experienced
while making my first college film was
the collaboration with Hunter College’s
students. Alumni who had graduated over
three years ago signed onto the project
because it was a Hunter student project
and after three days, we produced what I
consider a fine, short narrative film.
The Baruch Movie Makers club
is another fine example of a student
collaboration that produced a
professional-grade product. CUNY
students have proved that with will and
organization, they can get the job done.
An obstacle in the way of this
collaboration was the lack of
communication among CUNY campuses.
Besides the Graduate Center, Student
Senate and Macaulay Honors College,
there aren’t many other intercampus
organizations. This makes student
collaboration a difficult task.
CUFF, the City University Film
Festival, has three goals. The first is
to promote cross-campus student
collaboration. Although the submissions
this year are coming from individual
campus groups, CUFF encourages future
CUNY-wide projects. Greg Rhem, the
Manager of Documentary Acquisitions
at HBO, CUFF’s sponsor, will be giving
a workshop on marketing student films
for the accepted submitters. These group
events bring together the best of CUNY’s
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student filmmakers.
The second goal is to create a showcase
of CUNY student work. Representatives
from HBO and local media will be in the
audience on the festival night. Students
will also get a better idea of what their
peers are producing.
Lastly, CUFF is about community,
which is often hard to find at commuter
colleges. Creative collaboration can
be prosperous but people must come
together for it to happen. CUNY has
the raw material: over 400,000 students
across the greatest city in the world. CUFF
is bringing it all together.
Daniel Cowen, Class of 2011

The Problem of Global Warming
It has happened to all of us. While
watching our favorite television series, we
get interrupted by an advertisement. It
shows a fluffy, white animal and a solemn
narrator telling us about the threat to this
helpless creature caused by the melting
polar ice caps. We feel a moment of
sympathy and then revert to the show.
Within minutes, the animals that are
battling for their lives are forgotten.
While the causes of global warming are
severe, people’s lackadaisical attitudes
make it worse. We refuse to care about a
problem unless it involves greenhouse
gases. People feel that the problem of
global warming can be delayed simply
because we have no one to answer to.
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The idea could not be more false. One
day or another, our actions will catch
up with us and we will have to deal with
global warming and its repercussions.
The rapid growth of our civilization
has given us God-like powers. We are
driving species to extinction. We are
raising the level of the oceans and
causing the climate to change. For some
reason, ignoring the threats of global
warming comes from the smug feeling
that our dominance over the planet
makes us invincible. The only problems
that matter are the ‘bigger’ ones that
directly affect us — the recession, AIDS,
poverty etc. However, it is inconceivable
that any other problem, no matter how
important, could be “bigger” than the fact
that our entire planet is in danger and
the delicate balance which sustains all
living creatures is threatening to break. It
is not our right to destroy ecosystems and
disrupt natural cycles of other animals.
To think that we can shape the fate of our
planet is presumptuous. We are not gods
and shouldn’t aspire to be.
The global warming problem will
improve only when each person takes
responsibility for their actions. Now is
not the time to keep shifting the blame
to governments, companies or other
countries. Now is the time to save the
planet.
Ketakee Gondane, Class of 2012
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Presidential
address
Dear Baruch Student Body,
In a perfect world and a perfect Baruch, we would not have any problems.
The reality is that we are in the midst of an economic recession and we are
struggling to find normalcy in our lives, instead of pursuing perfection.
It means major sacrifices for us as students. Some of us have to work an
extra job or two to support ourselves, a family
or even pay for tuition.
Some of us are trying
to get a second degree
just to compete within
this difficult market and
others are weary to even
attempt to find a job after
graduation.
The Undergraduate
Student Government
understands the pending
problems that we are facing and we are working
together with the administration to fight for your
needs on campus.
As a government we
helped create events to
THE TICKER ARCHIVE
bring the Baruch community together such
USG President Rezwana Hoque
as Baruch’s Got Talent
Show coming up March
20, co-sponsor the food at the Battle of Lexington, Thinkfast Competition,
Campus Camp Wellstone, Club Social, Thanksgiving Luncheon and Winter
Wonderland. We fund about 120 clubs and organizations on campus to make
Baruch a more diverse atmosphere. We are advocating for the student body
concerning big issues such as extending office hours for evening students,
enabling students to be double majors, cleaner bathrooms, microwaves for
cafeteria, a greener Baruch and ensuring the safety of pedestrians on 24th
street, just to name a few. More importantly, we are lobbying for more funding for CUNY students and money for the 17 Lexington renovations.
As president, I will continue to stand up for you and address your concerns till the end of my term, but I also need to hear your input on what’s
bothering you. You can either stop by our public meetings every Tuesday
at 5:30 pm in VC Room 3-270 or submit your concerns at BaruchProblems.
com. Although perfection is hard to achieve during these tough times, we
all have to be dependent on each other in order to cure Baruch.
Sincerely,
Rezwana Hoque
President
Undergraduate Student Government

Do the stanky leg
Have you heard of the “Stanky
Leg?” Odds are you haven’t...
yet. It normally takes Southern
dances months before they are
heard in the north. It takes even
longer for them to change from
a subculture phenomenon to a
hokey, mainstream fad. Successful
examples of southern fun include
“Snap Ya Fingas,” made famous
by the single “Buy You a Drank”
by T-Pain; “The Motorcycle,” seen
in Yung Joc’s “It’s Going Down”
music video and the more recent
“Superman” from Soulja Boy. If you
are scratching your head, youtube
it and you will have an “O yeah!
I tried this at the club last week!”
moment.
Personally, I feel that the Stanky
Leg dance is one of the silliest
man made creations to ever exist.
However, there is something
about it that has a rustic and
innocent quality, especially when
compared to some of the dances us
northerners have created.
We have given America the
“Harlem Shake,” “Chicken Noodle
Soup” (with a soda on the side, of
course) and the new dance, “Lite

Feet”–a combination of new school
break-dance and “street dances”
like the “Harlem Shake.”
If you exclude Fat Joe’s “Lean
Back” and the very special
“Diddy Shuffle” and compare
the mainstream
dances of the
north with those
of the south, you
will find that those
of the north tend
to be relatively
complicated,
MANU KUMASI
sporadic, at most
times faster and
focused on the individual. In
turn, southern dances are more
rhythmic, simple to learn and
group oriented.
What is interesting is that if
one compares the typical lifestyle
of a northern city dweller to that
of a southern city denizen, it is
common to find the same attribute
disparity. As professed by both
serious articles and comedic
farces and accepted by both
northerners and southerners, in
the north, on average, our cities,
lives and language tend to be

relatively complicated; events
and personal schedules more
sporadic and we move faster and
are more focused on the individual.
However, southern life contains
more consistent or repetitive
(rhythmic) elements and events,
it is relatively simple and there is
more of an emphasis on groups
and family.
The difference in the dances of
the two regions is a strong reflection
of the different lifestyles of the two
locations.
My opinion is that we should
look to incorporate principles from
southern dances and lifestyles,
rather than use them solely for
entertainment. We all know about
the health benefits of living a worry
free life and the horrible feeling of
pushing yourself to a detrimental
level. My hope is that as New
Yorkers and as students at a college
that encourages excellence in the
meritocracy that is New York City–
we do not become a product of our
environment. Our lives should not
reflect the hectic nature of our city.
There is much to learn from the
Stanky Leg!
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Almost homeless No blood for you
AARON MONTEABARO

JORGE RUIZ

ESSENTIAL-ARCHITECTURE.COM

There was a time when apartment buildings
or tenements were constructed with the sole
purpose of housing an overwhelming number
of people.
These buildings weren’t luxurious by any
means. In fact, most of them were dangerous
and filthy, but they do bring up a good point.
They were constructed to house the masses. It
is rare, if it happens at all, that new buildings
are erected with the thought of providing
housing to those who need it.
Sure, they build apartments, but for whom?
I still can’t seem to figure out who lives in these
new luxury towers. How can they afford it or
why would they want to shell out that much
money each month even if they can afford
it?
It would seem that Manhattan is a lost
cause. The big shots are money hungry and
they have taken over already. Why would they
put up housing for middle or low-income
families when they can put a spa and a gym in a
soaring tower and line their pockets with other
peoples’ money? From uptown to downtown,
it appears that the only people who have a
decent rent payment have grandfathered the
price on their leases for many years.
There is a place for everyone in our society
and the very well-to-do are included. A few of
these monumental apartment buildings would
be fine, as long as everyone else has a place to
live as well, but the sheer number of towers has
eliminated all other options. Those of us who

cannot afford to pay the astronomical rents for
these homes are left with no place to go.
What is even worse is that the problem
is spreading across every borough. The
rich have managed to almost completely
eviscerate the middle and lower class citizens
from Manhattan. The price of considerably
less than elegant apartments seems to be
rising, spreading outward from the island.
For the time being, it’s possible that a decent
apartment in a decent neighborhood could
be had at a decent price, but if this trend
continues they won’t last long. Apartments
that are clearly inferior are now going for
inflated prices.
The most common solution to this problem
appears to be to cram as many rent-paying
people into the space as possible. As far as
money is concerned, rent would be acceptable
if there were three people sharing a $1,500
studio or five people in a three bedroom for
$3,500. However, this is not only unpleasant
but also dangerous.
Is it too much to ask for an apartment that
doesn’t include a spa, a gym and a private
masseur in exchange for a decent rent
payment? The last thing this city needs is
another colossal tower filled with multimillion
dollar apartments. It is safe to say that most
people don’t want to return to tenement
living, but it would be refreshing to witness
construction of a decent apartment complex
for those who need it most.

Seeing the posters for the Student Lifesponsored blood drive every day on my way
to class reminds me of my first donation
experience.
I was eager and excited to give blood for
the first time. That is, until I realized that
blood donations were barred from males
who’ve had sex with other males, without
any exceptions.
I was completely floored. With anxiety,
I went to give blood and was met with a
series of sensitive questions regarding one’s
history with drug usage, prostitution
and sexual activity. Then came
the question - “have you had
sex with another man since
1977?”
I do remember giving
blood that day and
later learned that I was
O-, meaning my blood
could be received by
anyone and I lacked a
commonly-held blood
virus that made my blood
even more desirable. That is,
if it’s accepted.
Since 1983, the Food and Drug
Administration, who’s charged with
regulating blood donations, has banned
men who’ve engaged in homosexual
acts from donating blood. Having such
a restrictive policy made sense in 1983
when HIV/AIDS was new and unknown.
The likelihood of contaminating the blood
supply was high as well as the frequency of
transmission through blood transfusions.
But 26 years later, it no longer does.
There is no doubt that the FDA is
basing public policy on discrimination
and unreasoned fears rather than logical
reasoning and empirical evidence. If
not, why isn’t there a distinction made
between safer-sex practices and high-risk
experiences? The distinction is made with
heterosexual intercourse.
Heterosexual intercourse accounts for

35 percent of infections, senior citizens
(those 50 years of age or more) account for
15 percent of infections and Black women,
year after year, face a consistently increased
rate of infection that results in HIV being
the leading cause of death for Black women
under the age of 35. Why don’t we ban
heterosexual couples, senior citizens or
Black women under the age of 35 from
donating blood instead of just gay men?
When the American Red Cross, and the
general Blood Banking community (the
agencies who are directly affected
by these regulations) support
reducing the ban to a oneyear donation deferment
and the FDA continues
to drag its feet, there
is a problem. These
agencies understand
the urgent need to open
the potential donor-base
as wide as possible in
response to the critically
low blood supply shortage
that occurs year after year.
They have complete faith in the
increased sensitivity of current HIV
tests that can identify a positive result within
10 to 21 days of infection (within the time
frame of isolating every unit of blood for
testing), that can identify how long a person
who’s tested positive has been infected and
that looks for three distinct and individual
HIV markers in a process called tripleredundant testing.
I do not wish to dissuade people from
donating — just the opposite. I wish all
people donated. I hope people realize that
inequality and discrimination can and still,
function in the most obscure and general
of places like the simple act of donating
blood.
Hopefully, when you do give blood, you
won’t have the same reaction I had, which
was to vomit on the nurse in front of the
cutest guy waiting his turn.
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Business
Consumers save, economy suffers
BY CLAUDIU CORNETTI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Consumer spending has taken
a dive in the last couple of months
as consumers, who account for 70
percent of the economic activity
in the United States, buckle under
the impairing effects of a financial
crisis. According to the Bureau of
Economic Analysis, personal savings was valued at $378.6 billion in
December, compared with $299.1
billion in November, 2008, which
indicates a 26.6 percent increase.
Personal savings is used by the
BEA to indicate how much of an
individual’s disposable personal
income is left over after individuals have accounted for their outof-pocket expenses. Personal saving as a percentage of disposable
personal income was 3.6 percent
in December 2008 and 2.8 percent
in November, highlighting the fact
that consumers are saving more.
When asked about the impact
of a deteriorating economy on consumer spending, Rui Yao, professor of macroeconomics at Baruch
College, said, “Shrinking business
investments and increased household savings is a reflection of the
crucial change America is going
through now.” According to macroeconomic principles, economic
activity can be explained through

the multiplier effect. This principle
uses multipliers to refer the impact
of government spending and business investments on the overall
economy. There is a lesser-known
multiplier that consists of all
households’ spending in the United
States. Yao explained that the multiplier tracks what happens when
households decide to save money
instead of spending it, which contributes to a shrinking economy.
Across the country, businesses
ranging from manufacturing to
service-based industries are feeling
the impacts of this severe recession.
The first and most severe effect is
the amount of layoffs that have occurred. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, businesses laid off
598,000 workers in January 2009
alone and 1.9 million people have
lost their jobs since August 2008.
These numbers show how families
will have to reevaluate their spending habits to get through this financial crisis.
The jobs created in the 90s were
highly sophisticated and led to the
need for specialized and educated
individuals. Consumers’ demands
for new products and technologies,
aided employment growth and revitalized the economy. Yao points
out “the American consumer has
traditionally demanded refined
products beyond what are con-

BEA.GOV

After years of steady decline in saving, Americans have started saving again. Last month the federal government reported that
the U.S. personal savings rate increased to 3.6 percent.
sidered necessities in developing
countries. When one seeks to create and market innovative products, there is a need for more skilled
workers, giving rise to whole new
industries.” With less disposable income consumers can no longer af-

ford to indulge in lavish spending,
limiting business’ abilities to create
new and expensive products.
The American consumer’s
spending is the key to economic
growth Using disposable income
to purchase goods and services;

consumers end up moving money
to retailers and distributors. The
money then eventually reaches the
company that manufactures these
products or services. The present
SEE SPENDING PAGE 12

Recession hitting students
BY ROSIE GENAO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

 Students pull back
from spending on
big ticket items while
partying less
The economic crisis has forced
students to curtail their budgets.
Rising costs combined with job
losses are making students think
twice before spending money,
especially when it comes to
frivolous purchases.
This
uncertainty
is
putting pressure on students
to think about the long-term
effects of their choices. “The
uncertainty of employment
conditions
definitely
makes me second-guess
big-ticket purchases such
as vacations and perhaps
even impacts decisions
such as whether to rent an
apartment in [Manhattan] or
continue to live at home,” said
senior Aleksandr Kosoglyadov.
“It’s difficult to make a large
commitment when you don’t
know if your job offer for postgraduation will be there in four
months.”
The bleak economy has taken a
bite out of students’ budgets even
when it comes to simple pleasures.
“I’m certainly a lot more conscious
and cautious about where my
money goes,” said senior Juan
Cadavid. “In the past, one of my
favorite things to do was to go to
different restaurants with friends
and try new foods, and prices
weren’t a huge factor ... but now
we’ve cut down on recreational
activities such as that.”
In general, college students
have also had to postpone their
transition into adulthood because

and being on their own.
Students’ spending
is not the only thing
that has been
hit.

of the recession. “Basically,
I’m reconsidering it
[moving out of his
parent’s house],
I’m pushing
it back a
year or
two

those companies with Chipotle’s
donation.” Aside from the monetary
effect on the economy, the current
recession has some positive effects
in the United States.
While the negative effects of the
recession can impact one’s mental
health, it can do wonders for one’s
physical health. According to a New

“Compared to
last year, at this
point, we’re doing
well. Companies
such as Deloitte
and Google are
not donating
this year ... We
replaced one of
those companies
with Chipotle’s
donation.“
- Carl Aylman
Director of Student Life

until
the
economy
gets
better,” said Kenny
Rodriguez, a sophomore
student at Baruch.”
“Living on your own is the
ultimate sign of becoming an adult,”
commented Dr. Susan Locke,
a psychology professor here at
Baruch. “It’s not just about money,

ILLUSTRATION BY KORCAN YURDACAN

but also your sense of self as a
person,” she added. Students have
to choose between mounting loans

Oncampus
events like
Relay
For
Life have seen a
decrease in corporate
donations that were once
generous. “Compared to last
year, at this point we’re doing
well. Companies such as Deloitte
and Google are not donating this
year,” said Carl Aylman, director of
student life. “We replaced one of

York Times article from Jan. 31, “In
the United States and other affluent
countries, physical health seems
to improve, on average, during a
downturn.”
Mental health, however, cannot
be overlooked as anxiety over the
economy runs high. “When you
are feeling anxious, it is usually
because you are in a situation that
you cannot control. Doing things
that are out of your character is a
part of anxiety,” said Locke.
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Buyer beware of leveraged ETFs

MORNINGSTAR.COM

MORNINGSTAR.COM

The DIG was down 69 percent while the DUG lost 19 percent for the year.
BY STEPHEN WONG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When an investor buys an index
fund, they expect it to match the
performance of the underlying index or benchmark.
Like index mutual funds, exchange-traded funds are vehicles
that hold baskets of assets like
stocks and bonds. However, with
pricing done throughout the day,
tax efficiency and lower costs, exchange traded funds have become
more appealing to investors. Because they are openly traded on
different exchanges like the New
York Stock Exchange, where bids
and offers are publicly available,
the risk of fraud is eliminated.
However, investors have found
that this vehicle may be a bit more
intricate than advertised. Novice
investors may find themselves disappointed when an ETF underperforms its benchmark by 20 percent
or more. Recently, there has been
a push to correct the popular misconceptions of what ETFs exactly
provide and the hidden trap that
forms when utilizing leveraged
ETFs.
The goal of leveraged ETFs is to

improve the return of the underlying index and provide an enhanced
return for the fund’s investors. Another advantage of leveraged ETFs
is a reduction in the complexity of
employing financial derivatives
and lower capital requirements.
Currently, there are more than 845
ETFs on the market with at least 50leveraged ETFs that have attracted
billions of dollars.
There is a widely held misconception, which holds that leveraged ETFs generate twice the return of the underlying index. After
adjusting for dividends, if an investor shorted the Financial Select
Sector SPDR (XLF) at the beginning
of September 2008, the investor received a hefty 64.4 percent gain.
If the UltraShort Financials
ProShares (SKF) ETF was purchased, an ETF designed to give
investors twice the inverse of the
XLF, then the investor would have
gained 61.6 percent. This is a significant underperformance. One
would have been better off just
shorting the Financials SPDR on
margin. This underperformance
occurs because most leveraged
ETFs only aim to double the daily

Shorting the IYR could have earned an investor a 40 percent return, but the Ultra short SRS ETF did not
produce the assumed 80 percent return.
return, not the annual return causing a significant difference.
If an investor bought an ETF
and it dropped 10 percent today
and rallied 10 percent on the following day, the investor would still
be down 1 percent, see side note 1.
However, if the stock dropped 20
percent today and rallied 20 percent on the following day, the investor would be down 4 percent,
a value that is twice the loss of the
first buy, see side note 2.
The example above from the
ProShares prospectus illustrate that
over a two day period, the fund’s
losses are 4 times the amount of the
index. In essence, leveraged ETFs
are a short-term volatility trade. If
volatility spikes, the investor could
be on the brink of a major loss.
These funds are should only be
used for a day.
Although these leveraged funds
fulfill their purpose in tracking daily benchmark changes, there is still
one flaw. The fund must continually maintain enough exposure to
its benchmark to provide leveraged
returns to investors.
With rebalancing, done on a
daily basis, transaction fees accrue

“Leveraged ETFs
are a short- term
volatility trade. If
volatility spikes,
the investor could
be on the brink
of a major loss.
These funds are
should only be
used for a day.“
ultimately affecting returns. The
Financial SPDR (XLF) currently has
an expense ratio of 0.22 percent,
which is a measure of what it costs
to operate an ETF. Its leveraged
counterpart, the XKF, charges 0.95
percent which is more than four

times the benchmark. As a result,
these financial vehicles are more
popular with traders, because their
short time frames make it easier to
mitigate the tracking error.
Before dismissing this expense
ratio as a negligible difference, consider the following. According to a
study conducted by The New York
Times, if you invested $10,000 in a
fund that returns ten percent a year,
a one percentage point difference
in expense ratios would reduce
your compounded return by $719
after five years, see Side Note 3.
Investors should fully understand the implications leveraged
ETFs when choosing alterative investment options.
Side Note 1:
(1 + 10% ) x (1 – 10%) = 1.1 x 0.9
= 0.99.
Side Note 2:
(1 + 20%) x (1 – 20%) = 1.2 x 0.8
= 0.96, 4 percent.
Side Note 3:
($16,105 - $15,386).
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Consumers cut spending

Career Corner

MARKETING POSSIBILITIES
BY SUSANA GOMEZ
CDC CORRESPONDENT

Today, no product, service, concept or idea can
be successful without a marketing strategy behind
it. If you are considering a career in marketing, your
personality is just as important as the classes you
attend. Marketing incorporates your world with the
job you are trying to do. Marketers are leaders with
exceptional interpersonal skills; they are flexible,
energetic and highly creative risk-takers.
As a consumer, you probably already have some
knowledge about how marketing works. As a marketer, your job will be to take a product or service
and associate it with a brand name.
This ensures that consumers look beyond the
price and function of a product or service when they
make choices. But these brand images will not magically come to you while you sit at a desk — brands are
symbols and as such, they stand for certain global
issues, consumer needs and expectations. Marketing a company, product or service is based as much
on research as it is on experience and therefore, it's
anything but a dull office job.
The great thing about marketing is that every
company and every industry relies on marketing
techniques to increase brand awareness, making
this career one that is filled with endless opportunities. In a time of fierce competition, marketing is the
rock on which differences between a company and
its competitors are built.
The way a company positions itself influences
the purchase choices consumers make when buying
products from competing companies. Just look at
any area that interests you: music, sports, environmental issues and notice some marketing strategies
in action. In fact, a marketing career doesn't have to
involve high-stress management or selling a product
you don't like. If you do not want to promote cigars,
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you could explore the non-profit field. It may also be
more beneficial and easier to work at an internship
with a non-profit organization rather than a large
corporation. Working for a non-profit organization
can show you the positive effects marketing can
have on society.
There are also many more opportunities in marketing in fields like market research, brand management, advertising and public relations. These jobs
are always in demand and are sought out by highly
experienced professionals.
If you are looking for an edge that will set you
apart from the crowd, you should attend “Career
Weeks: Marketing & Advertising,” on Thursday,
March 5, in NVC 14-220. During this event, co-organized by the Starr Career Development Center,
a panel of professionals will share their knowledge
about marketing and advertising careers. At this
event you will be able to ask questions and network
with industry representatives, recruiters and alumni
who can help you
reach your goals in
this
innovative
field.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

cut back on spending has caused
companies to downsize and layoff
even more of their workforce, ultimately adding to lower incomes
and worsening the economy For
this reason, economists are concerned with the overall economic
trajectory of the United States.
The country is experiencing a
shift in consumer spending because they are saving more and
spending less. While saving money
to finance investments can help the
economy, consumers are refusing
to actually invest.
They are just saving. Experts
call this phenomenon a “paradox
of thrift.” The economy needs consumers to spend money but consumers who are now jobless and in
debt can only afford to save what
little cash they have at hand. As a
result the economy is falling into a
deeper recession.
Yao explained how this lack of
spending affects not only consumers, but also establishments and
the workforce. According to Yao,
“For every dollar that you save not
buying that burger for lunch, there
is less money going toward paying
the workers in the burger restaurant, which if they get fired, will
be less likely to spend their money
elsewhere, creating the same situation for another establishment, and
thus perpetuating the vicious cycle
we find ourselves in.”
Baruch students are also trying
to cope with the negative economic
situation. According to Edward
Garcia, a senior majoring in ac-

BUREAU OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

This chart shows a decrease in personal
consumption in the last quarter of
2008.
counting, “The money I earn in my
job tutoring English goes toward
basic necessities such as paying
bills.” Another student, Sherry McGraves, a junior majoring in human
resource management, works in the
banking industry. She said, “I do
spend roughly $50 every week on
entertainment by going to the movies or going out to eat with friends,
the economy has not cut into my
spending that much.”
Excessive spending and a lack
of saving money have led us into
the current economic crisis. Now
with excessive saving and a lack
of spending we are causing even
more damage. Consumers must
find a healthy medium to help the
economy grow.
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Features
Local businesses getting desperate
BY SHAWNIQUICA HENRY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In light of all the bailouts the
government is providing, it seems
as if Baruch’s students need a bailout too.
Tuition payments, MTA fares,
books, food, clothing and bills, all
highlighted by the current recession, are putting pressure on students’ bank accounts. As they try
to cut back on spending, local businesses carry the burden as they
look to students for support.
Local businesses are trying to
undo customer precautions and
keep their sales high with lower
prices and other perks.
In the early morning hours, a
line forms in front of the Vertical
Campus on 24th St., where a sidewalk stand serves hot meals at a relatively cheaper price than the other
breakfast-serving stores around the
Baruch area. Students and teachers
alike huddle in the cold for its quick
service and the few cents chopped
off its prices.
On that block alone, there are
two carts serving Halal food and
gyros and across the street, the Enfin Café sells gyros and sandwiches,
too. About half a block down, along
25th St., there is a tiny sidewalk
stand that sells drinks and pretzels.
Walk into the Vertical Campus and
on the first floor is Baruch’s very
own cafeteria and one escalator
ride up is another café. Within a
one-block radius, Baruch students
are constantly bombarded by food
stores.
Seemingly hungrier than the
students on campus, these stores —
eager for customers — are lowering
prices, increasing the font size on
their price lists and getting in the
mood to battle the competition.
The Enfin Café on 25th St. and
Lexington Avenue recently created
a $5 all day lunch special, which is

ALEX SKURATOVSKY I THE TICKER

Stores near campus are frantically lowering prices in an effort to attract students who are trying to cut back.
advertised next to a sign promoting
Subways’ $5 Footlong. The café also
offers other discounts to encourage its customers to buy more, The
price for two cups of soup is now
$3.99 and their gyro is one cent less
than those sold at the stand across
the street for $4. Other prices are
blown up in front of the store and
there are even specials for catering
events.
“The prices are cut down to
make more students come in,” said
John, one of the café’s employees
who declined to give a last name.
“We need more customers to come
into the build up because it was
good, but business now is slow.”
Krystle Awai, a math major, said,
“I don’t really spend [much] money
on food. I’m actually trying to spend
less or none at all and I try to bring

my own lunch. I’d say it’s because
I’m trying to save.” She said that
whenever she buys lunch, it is from
Baruch’s cafeteria, where meals
usually cost no more than $5.
But some students say their
busy lifestyles are forcing them to
spend much more on food, fast
food and take-out, which have replaced traditionally home-cooked
meals. “I am literally out of my
house every single day of the week,
either working in school or interning and I have to eat at some point,”
said Marisha Clarke, a sophomore.
“I tried spending less money by using coupons and so on, but I end
up gaining weight because the only
places that have coupons are fast
food restaurants.”
AVI Foodsystems, Baruch’s cafeteria management, has not seen a

significant decrease in the number
of students who buy food there. But
even so, there are more food options, such as, potato salads, side
salads, fruits and vegetable bowls
available than before, that cost under $2.
In addition to daily food costs,
students are struggling to afford
items necessary for class, such as
textbooks. Some students admit
that they are utilizing cheaper alternatives lile Amazon.com and
Shakespeare and Co., a local bookseller on 23rd St. After all, said Katerzyna Krasowski, the bookstore on
campus is “so much more expensive.”
Baruch’s bookstore hires most
of its employees during the “rush
period,” which is the first week of
classes. Because most of the rev-

enue is generated during this time,
the temporary employees are kept
for the first few weeks before being let go. One of the employees
said they attract customers through
discounted prices on items such as
clothing and school supplies.
But textbook sales are down
everywhere in the neighborhood.
Sales at Shakespeare and Co. are
“very, very low,” said Louis Sherman, an employee at the discount
bookstore. The bookstore once occupied the whole building, but because of high costs, all the books
are now confined to the basement
behind the counters. Shelves that
once held textbooks now hold art
supplies that cater to the School of
Visual Arts down the street.
During their “rush period,” they
hired 20 new employees, but kept
none. “It is not a good example of a
local business situation,” said Sherman, who believes that the store
gets customers because of the large
number of used books they provide.
“I bought almost all my books
used from Shakespeare,” said
Clarke. “I don’t think any of my
professors registered their books at
the Baruch bookstore.”
But before placing drastic cuts
on food and other basic necessities, students are opting to reduce
some of the luxuries they enjoy.
Shopping tops the list. Krasowski
said that only months ago, she used
to browse the racks of her favorite
clothing stores every week, even
just to buy one shirt. “Now, I do it
when I need it. I shop at least every
two or three weeks or once there’s
a big sale,” she said, praising her
American Eagle All-Access Pass
and the 40 percent off reward coupons for making shopping hopeful.
But while Krasowski curbs her
clothing spending, others like
Clarke “can’t help buying a shirt
here and there.”

Baruch bloggers reach 1,000
BY AARON MONTEABARO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Every day in cyberspace, millions of people are blogging about
countless topics. So when Miya
Owens, an accounting major and
sophomore, registered on a campus
blog last week, she had little reason
to believe she had helped the site
reach an important milestone.
Owens has become the 1,000th
user on Blogs@Baruch, a blogging
site that professors are increasingly
utilizing as a teaching tool.
“Wow,” Owens replied via email when notified that she had
helped make history, all a result of
her taking a journalism class taught
by Professor Bridgett Davis.
Davis said the blog not only
prepares her students for adapting
to the challenges of the so-called
“new media” era, but also ignites in
them “a passion that harks back to
the old days of journalism.” Davis
added that Owens has readily taken
to blogging.
“Professors want students like
Miya,” said Davis. “She seems to
have a confident voice in her writing coupled with an eagerness to
learn.”
Owens explained that the blog
allows her to submit her written assignments to Davis at convenient
times, even if that is midnight. She
said she also enjoys the newfound
freedom of being able to express
her opinions. In her most recent

assignment titled, “Sneaker Store
Runs Away,” she blogged about her
East New York neighborhood and
chronicled the recent closure of a
Foot Locker. It was read and commented on by a source far from the
Baruch campus.
Jodi, blogging from home in
Buckhead, Ga. wrote that Atlanta
businesses are also suffering. “Just
the other day I ran out to get something at Circuit City and then realized it was gone,” blogged Jodi,
adding, “Hopefully, the spaces in
both cities won’t be vacant for very
long.”
Owens, 18, is a native of Brooklyn and the youngest of four children, raised in Spring Creek Towers,
formerly known as Starrett City.
In junior high school, Owens
sat on the student government and
participated regularly in martial
arts. She did so well academically
that she entered high school a year
early. She graduated from Clara
Barton High School in 2007 at the
age of 16.
She remembers one internship
at an elementary school during her
time at Clara Barton, which she
said was particularly enjoyable.
After completing clerical work
at an office, Owens served as a role
model for younger children, tutoring them and chaperoning school
trips. “I was the gum lady because
I always had gum,” Owens said with
a smile.

This year, Owen is continuing
a human resources internship at
PricewaterhouseCoopers, a professional services firm where Owens
makes use of her computer skills.
“They found out I was good at Excel, so everyone wanted my help,”
she said. The internship reinforces
her passion for a career in business.
Owens said that her experience
with business could mean some
graduate work awaits her after college. If she does not pursue an MBA
though, Owens might attend law
school instead.
Owens also has literary goals
like writing a novel. “In any profession you have to know how to write
well, how to communicate well,”
she said.
Owens said there has been
progress in developing her writing,
in part because her teacher emphasizes being objective and creative.
Blogging is becoming increasingly popular and officials at the
Bernard L. Schwartz Communication Institute, which launched
Blogs@Baruch late last year, are not
surprised that students are expressing themselves in cyberspace.
“The significance of having 1,000
users is that the system is growing
quickly,” said Lucas Waltzer, the
institute’s digital learning project
manager.
Waltzer’s colleague believes
that the blog is a valuable writ-

BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER

Miya Owens was Blogs@Baruch’s one thousandth user.
ing tool for students. According to
Mikhail Gershovich, the director of
the Communication Institute,said,

“Any opportunity the students have
to write can improve their writing.”
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Science

The new Kindle 2
BY STEVEN GUTTBINDER

STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 24, Amazon.com Inc. began to ship
its revolutionary new electronic
reading device, the Kindle 2.
Kindle 2 is the successor to
Amazon’s first e-ink reader,
Kindle, which was released
in November of 2007. It is
now available for $359 on
Amazon’s website.
Kindle 2 introduces improved features and a stunning new design that makes
it no thicker than a No. 2
pencil.
The new device uses a
state of the art “e-ink” technology that allows the device
to not only mimic real paper,
but also to function for over 2
weeks without a charge due to
its ultra-low power consumption. The e-ink screen enables
users to read for countless
hours without causing the
eyestrain that one would get
while looking at a computer
screen.
Owners of a Kindle 2
can download content
under a minute directly
to the device via Amazon’s Whispernet service plus use Sprint’s
3G network.
This means that
users can download
content
wherever there
is cell phone
coverage and
access content upon its
publication.
Although
it
does
not allow
for additional
memory
storage, it
already has
1.4GB
of
flash memory, which can

hold up to 1,500 books.
Other new features in this enhanced version
include an improved page turning rate, USB
charging and an improved built in dictionary.

Another added new element to the Kindle 2 is
the text–to–speech feature, which allows users
to listen to text on screen read by either a male
or female voice. Other e-readers, such as Sony’s
PRS-500, lack many of
the features that the
Kindle 2 has, like the
wireless connectivity
and content delivery.
Amazon
offers
over 230,000 books
for Kindle in addition
to periodicals such as
newspapers, magazines and blogs.
Amazon’s aim is
to one day have every
book created available on its Kindle devices. This includes
everything from classic literature to textbooks that are used
everyday in school.
Users can also transfer their own PDF
and Microsoft word
documents to their
device using either a
USB cord or through
Amazon’s
wireless
conversion service.
Kindle users can
also read the chapter
of any book for free
before purchasing.
Content
prices
range anywhere from
free books to a $6,232
book on nuclear energy.
Newspaper and
magazine subscription prices vary from
$3.49 for magazines
to $14.99 for newspapers, while blogs go
for 99 cents a month.
Most New York Times
Bestsellers run around
$9.99 and all other
book prices are usually sold for less than
their hardcopy versions.
UBERGIZMO.COM

Playing with education
BY ALEX KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A team of researchers at Complutense University in Madrid are
developing a virtual reality game
that crosses the line between playing and studying.
Ever since the first video game,
“Tennis for Two,” was invented by
a nuclear physicist named William
Higinbotham, games designers focused on entertainment without
much attention given to education.
E-Adventure, which is being
developed by Baltasar Fernandez
Manjon, UCM’s head of software
engineering and artificial intelligence, will have a combined focus
on entertainment and education.
There have always been games
like “Oregon Trail” and “Hot Dog
Stand” that were used by schools
to get students interested in learning, but they never offered any real
value in terms of teaching an entire
subject.
Baltasar Fernandez and his team
want to take this type of game a step
further with “E-Adventure.” With
“E-Adventure”, any school subject
can be taught through a virtual
experience with the possibility for
evaluation, adaptability, and ease
of integration; all key features miss-

ing from other educational games
in existence today.
The first feature they want to
introduce into their program is the
possibility for evaluation, which
will be approached in a well balanced manner.
The student won’t be evaluated
for every decision he makes in the
game, but will be assessed enough
so educators have enough data to
analyze performance.
The second key feature Fernandez and his team are focusing on
is adaptability. Fernandez and his
team understand that each student has different needs, attributes,
strengths and weaknesses.
Therefore, developing a game
where the teacher can mold the
program to each student’s individual needs would be highly effective and efficient education.
With the ability to effectively track
performance levels, teachers can
continuously tailor the game to the
dynamic needs of the student.
The third and final feature that
is essential for this project to succeed is effective distribution and
standardization. The researchers
want to ensure that the games can
play on any operating system, are
easy to install, and are relatively
bug-free.

E-ADVENTURE3D.E-UCM

A screenshot from the e-adventure educational game.
With these three key elements
present in their development of
educational games, Fernandez
and his team believe they could
successfully make virtual games a
powerful tool in the classroom.
With the quickening pace of
computer integration and internet
availability in American and international schools, it is only a matter
of time that programs will be developed for individual subjects to

serve as an aid to the teacher and
a more interactive experience for
the student. As of now, this tool is
being offered only as a compliment
to teachers.
“E-Adventure” has the appeal of
a video game and the educational
essence of a textbook and promises
to be a revolutionary teaching apparatus.

Science
stimulus
plan

WASHINGTONTIMES.COM

Obama injected $10 billion into science.

 Obama gives $10
billion to research
BY REBECCA FORBES
SSENIOR STAFF WRITER

President Obama’s stimulus
proposal was debated on for weeks.
Both the House and Senate worked
to write a plan that would benefit
everyone, even as many members
were reluctant to compromise. In
the end, however, a stimulus package was passed in both houses of
Congress and signed by President
Obama. Many distinct industries
and sectors of the American economy will benefit from the stimulus. But one important piece of the
stimulus plan stands out to many:
the money going to science. During his first address to congress on
Feb. 24, President Obama said, “We
will double this nation’s supply of
renewable energy in the next three
years. We’ve also made the largest
investment in basic research funding in American history, an investment that will spur not only new
discoveries in energy but breakthroughs in medicine science and
technology.”
The National Institutes of Health
will receive $10 billion in total. According to an article on the Detroit
Free Press website titled “What’s
In the Stimulus Package,” $8.5 billion will help fund research in
many areas, while $1.5 billion will
go towards renovating university
research facilities. The NIH, part of
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, is the “primary
Federal agency for conducting and
supporting medical research,” according to it’s website.
The National Science Foundation is to receive $3 billion. The NSF,
an independent federal agency
created by Congress in 1950, is the
“only federal agency whose mission includes support for all fields
of fundamental science and engineering, except for medical sciences,” according to it’s website.
The Department of Energy’s Office of Science will receive $1.6 billion. According to it’s web site, the
Office of Science is the “single largest supporter of basic research in
the physical sciences in the United
States.” It manages research programs in “basic energy sciences,
biological and environmental sciences and computational science.”
NASA will receive $1 billion.
Created by President Eisenhower in
1958, NASA’s mission is “to pioneer
the future in space exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics
research,” according to it’s website.
Its work is conducted in four principle organizations, known as mission directorates.
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The real story of Frost/Nixon
BY ALFONSO GUERRIERO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Many movies based on a person of
historical significance are often criticized
for being over-dramatized and inaccurate
portrayals. “Frost/Nixon,” which was
nominated for several Academy Awards this
year, including Best Adapted Screenplay,
chronicled the story of British television host
David Frost and his interviews with President
Richard M. Nixon following the Watergate
scandal.
In 1977, President Nixon agreed to do a
series of interviews with Frost, who offered
$600,000 to Nixon for the program. Nixon
saw this as an opportunity to redeem his
image and legacy in the eyes of Americans
following the Watergate scandal. Frost hoped
Nixon would admit his involvement in
Watergate and give the American people the
truth behind the scandal.
One of the best people to ask about the
film’s historic accuracy and representation of
Nixon in the film is President Nixon’s former
staff people, Ray Price.
Price, 78, knew President Nixon for 27 years
while working as one of his speechwriters. He
wrote both of Nixon’s inauguration speeches,
and he helped write Nixon’s resignation
speech in 1974. When Nixon resigned from
the presidency, Price continued being a loyal
friend and collaborated with the president
on two of his 10 books before Nixon’s death
in 1994. He also helped Nixon prepare for
Frost’s interviews, along with Diane Sawyer
and other aides.
Price did not hesitate when offering his
thoughts on Frost/Nixon and Frank Langella’s
portrayal of the President saying, “[the film]
grossly distorted the facts and reduced his
character to a Hollywood caricature.”
In an interview on the Charlie Rose show,
Langella described Nixon’s personality as
“massive neurosis, insecure, frightened,

Ray Price, 78, in a recent photograph.
arrogant and terribly paranoid.” However,
Price vehemently refutes the actor’s
interpretation of Nixon and believes the
movie “does not portray the president that I
knew”. For example, the movie depicts Nixon
as a drinker, which according to Price “he was
not”. Price went on to reveal that the dramatic
midnight phone call in the movie from Nixon
to Frost prior to the last day of filming, “never
happened.”
Despite Price’s unhappiness with the film,
the movie’s screenwriter, Peter Morgan (who
also wrote The Last King of Scotland), and
director Ron Howard both went to his home
and interviewed him about his former boss
and friend. The gracious, cordial and affable
speechwriter was very candid when speaking
about Nixon.
Price also confirmed the infamous scene
in the film when Langella utters the line,
“when the President does it, it’s not illegal.”
Price maintains that the President did make
this statement but said it “within the context
of national security”.
You be the judge. Excerpts from the actual
Frost/Nixon interviews are available on
YouTube, where they can be compared to the
Hollywood interpretation.

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

President Richard M. Nixon with journalist Diane Sawyer (left) and the interviewee Ray Price (far right).

The Lion King reigns on Broadway
BY TIFFANY LYNCH
STAFF WRITER

The Lion King musical, based
on the 1994 Walt Disney film of the
same name, has stunned audiences
from Sydney to New York City
since 1997, making the show one
of Broadway’s longest running
musicals.
This
production’s
heavy
publicity is definitely well deserved.
The Lion King received six Tony
Awards in 1998, including Best New
Musical.
The energy and fascination of
childhood are rejuvenated when
you enter the Minskoff Theatre.
Before the show begins, your breath
is taken away as you gaze out of the
floor-to-ceiling windows down into
Times Square. The world overtakes
you and makes you feel small, like
you are a part of something much
larger.
Appropriately, Rafiki, a Zuluspeaking Baboon, enters the stage
and begins the treasured song
“The Circle of Life.” By the time it
concludes, you’re sitting with your
mouth hanging open, waiting for
more Disney magic to rain down
on you. Welcome back to the youth
of your imagination.
No expense was spared in
this translation of the Disney
masterpiece into a Broadway
musical. From the moment the
sun rises on the stage, the vibrant
lighting and stage design takes you
to the African savannah, where you
can feel the warmth rising from the
sands.

Directed and designed by
Julie Taymor, the animation and
creativity is reflected in the lifelike puppetry, costumes, and stage
direction.
The overwhelming set changes
are seemingly impossible given
the time constraints. In a matter
of minutes, the stage transforms
from Pride Rock to the Elephant
Graveyard. The most spectacular
set change takes place during the
wildebeest stampede, where the
stage appears to be covered with
hundreds of wildebeests.
With no attempt to hide the
behind-the-scenes
controls,
Taymor seeks to inspire the
audience to think entirely with their
imaginations when watching the
abstract figures prowl and prance
around the stage.
With the use of ceremonial
African masks, Bunraku puppetry
and shadow puppetry, it is easy
to visualize Taymor’s artistic
intentions. Life-sized elephants
and rhinoceroses are controlled by
two or more actors and even the
African grassland comes to life as
people wrapped in grass sway with
the summer breeze.
A mere 50 actors and actresses
perform in this over-the-top
production, and their high energy
and enthusiasm is truly original. No
single star outshines another. The
timeless songs remain unaltered
and are belted out with intense
passion. The overarching theme of
harmony and peace is crafted into
the cast and script.
The Lion King musical has been

JIMHILLMEDIA.COM

translated many times with two
common denominators - mindblowing charisma and originality.
On Broadway, the brilliantlywritten
script
incorporates
aspects of New York City into the
commentary. For instance, Jeff
Binder, the puppet master of Zazu

asks, “Is this a shower curtain from
the Guggenheim?” when referring
to the stage curtain.
After nearly three hours of gazing
at the stage with eyes wide open,
you feel as if you are immersed in
a world you never knew existed in
real life and you might find yourself

wishing the sky was as vibrant and
life was as harmonious as that of
The Lion King. This production is
definitely a spectacle that should
be seen by all. Simply put, The Lion
King is phenomenal.
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Franz Ferdinand’s new album “Bites Hard”
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS EDITOR

When Scottish quartet Franz
Ferdinand arrived on the music
scene in 2004 with “Take Me Out,”
they were welcomed by the masses
with their refreshing, but still retro,
dance-rock tunes and edgy style.
Their lyrics were clever and came as
a welcome change from the American Idol contestants and other pop
phenoms that were taking over the
airwaves.
With their recently released third
album, “Tonight,” Franz Ferdinand
does not succeed in breaking new
ground and listeners may be hard
pressed to feel excited about the
new tunes.
But there is no need to write
the band off yet — “Tonight” is not
a bad album. It seems like an improvement on their sophomore album, 2005’s “You Could Have It So
Much Better,” which failed to sustain the momentum of the band’s
debut.
After touring non-stop for three
years, the band decided to take a
break in 2006. In a recent article
in NYLON Magazine, Bob Hardy,
the band’s bassist, said, “We just
needed to get away from each other, really. We’d been in each other’s
pockets for three or four years.”
Slowly but surely, however, the
band made its way back together.
In NYLON Alex Kapranos, the
band’s lead singer and guitarist, detailed the journey the band took to
get to “Tonight.” “It was almost as if
the previous three-and-a-half years
were a chapter of the band that was
over, and it was time for something
new to begin.”
The band shut themselves away
in an eerie Victorian castle in their
native Scotland - complete with
long corridors and tattered paisley
rugs. Although the album is upbeat, the macabre surroundings
can be picked up in many of the

BY JOHN MALATESTA
BPAC CORRESPONDENT

WORDPRESS.COM

tracks on the record.
rd.
For instance, in the
track Kiss Me, the rattle at 3:01 was madee by
moving around a collar
ollar bone and
teeth in a pelvis socket.
The opening track and first
single Ulysses is terrific, filled with
synth snarls and fun lyrics (“C’mon
let’s get high!”) that explode into a
massive and typically contagious
Franz Ferdinand chorus.
There are other stand out tracks,
like Lucid Dreams, which employs
an unexpected acid house explosion towards the end of the track,
reminiscent of LCD Soundsystem’s
Yeah. Bite Hard has another sing-along chorus and infectious drumbeat, while Katherine Kiss Me offers
a mellow ending to an album full of
rhythmic dance grooves.

While the album does have
its high poi
points, tracks like
Twilight Omenss with
wit the lyrics, “I
typed your number into my calculator/Where it spelled a dirty word
when you turned it upside down,”
are overdone and corny. Overall,
most of the tracks sound too much
alike, to both each other and older
Franz Ferdinand songs. The emotion in the album is never fully
released, so that the sexual lyrics
seem pre-packaged and artificial in
most places.
“Tonight” is worth listening to
for a few stand-out tracks and is
definitely worth putting on when
in need of a dance, but Franz Ferdinand should consider a true revitalization if they want to keep up
interest for a fourth studio album.

March is a big month for
the Baruch Performing Arts
Center, beginning with the
award-winning one-woman play
MIXED in its New York debut.
MIXED features Julliard-trained
actress Maya Lilly and is directed
by Mahayana Landowne.
The play, which has toured
colleges and theaters across the
country, examines the lives of
interracial people through eight
distinct characters who each
have a story to tell. Presented
in the Engelman Recital Hall,
MIXED opens this Thursday,
March 5th and runs various
dates through March 28. Student
and faculty tickets are $12.
The Acting Company’s John
McDonald Salon Reading Series
returns to the Nagelberg Theater
on Monday, March 9 at 7 p.m.
with “When We Are Married”
by J.B. Priestly. The reading
is directed by John MillerStephany and features Harriet
Harris and Patricia Connolly.
Call BPAC Managing Director
John Malatesta at 646.312.4083
for tickets.
The NYC Classical Guitar
Society presents the criticallyacclaimed
guitarist
Paul
Galbraith in the Engelman
Recital Hall on Thursday, March
12 at 8 p.m. Galbraith will present
samplings from his collection of
Bach, Haydn and Brahms, along
with arrangements of folk tunes
from various countries. Student
and faculty tickets are $20.
The Great Works Reading

Series will be presented in
the Engelman Recital Hall on
Thursday, March 12 at 12:45 p.m.
and Monday, March 16 at 1:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. This season’s
selection includes the oneact Arthur Miller play “I Can’t
Remember Anything”, as well
as two additional one-acts by
Harold Pinter. Acclaimed actors
Graeme Malcolm and Mary Beth
Peil (of Dawson’s Creek fame)
will be featured in the readings.
The Nai Ni Chen Dance
Company presents its Spring
2009 season in the Nagelberg
Theater, inspired by the flowing,
powerful lines of Chinese
Calligraphy. The performances
take place on Friday, March 13
at 8 p.m, Saturday, March 14 at 8
p.m. and Sunday, March 15 at 3
p.m. Student and faculty tickets
are $15.
On Sunday, March 15 at 1
p.m., BPAC will present its first
children’s music concert in the
Engelman Recital Hall with the
acclaimed children’s musician
and recording artist Uncle Rock
and his band.
The Aaron Silberman Concert
Series presents its Spring 2009
concert on Thursday, March
19 at 6 p.m. with Hong Kong
native
and
award-winning
classical pianist Alec Chien. The
Silberman Concert Series is free
to Baruch students and faculty.
If you would like to audition
for the Baruch Choir’s Spring
2009 concert in May, contact
John Malatesta at 646.312.4083
or drop by Room B3-133 in the
NVC.
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Cut Off Your Hands, cut off the volume Button-eyes makes it big
BY SOPHIA HEPHEASTOU

BY GIZELLE LUGO

COPY EDITOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With a sound reminiscent of
the past, Cut Off Your Hands, an
indie quartet from New Zealand
use energy, enthusiasm and crafty
lyrics to revisit the stardom of acts
like The Cure, The Smiths and
Morrissey.
Formed in 2006, the band was
originally known as Shaky Hands
but was forced to change their
name to avoid a lawsuit with the
Oregon based band The Shaky
Hands. With three different EPs
including “Shaky Hands,” “Blues on
Blue” and “Happy As Can Be,” the
band has had ample time to create
a new sound. Their 12- track album,
“You and I,” disappoints listeners
who expect to hear something
new but are only exposed to cheap
imitations. While the band does use
jerky rhythms, synth, xylophones
and tambourines they still lack
the sense of uniqueness that had
once existed in their frantic and
impressive EPs.
“You and I,” released on Feb
3, 2009 opens with a catchy
upbeat guitar riff coupled with
Nick Johnston’s swirling voice in
Happy As Can Be. The track uses a
simple repetitive guitar part and an
ambiguous “girl” to show how love
toys with Johnston’s happiness.
Ending with a shrill violin the
track evokes irony and a hint of the
band’s straightforward lyricism.
Tracks
like
Expectations,
Heartbreak and Let’s Get Out of
Here prove that the foursome is
capable of creating new music, or
more accurately, a sound that isn’t
copied. With the softer track, In
the Name of Jesus Christ listeners
are exposed to dull repeating lyrics
that are forgettable and subject to
the skip button.
While the band incorporates

Coraline, the new 3D, stopmotion film from director Henry
Selick of “The Nightmare Before
Christmas,” is the latest quirky
and funny animated film for both
children and adults.
Based on the novella of the
same name by Neil Gaiman, the
film follows a young girl named
Coraline Jones (voiced by Dakota
Fanning) who moves to the Pink
Palace Apartments in Oregon with
her ever-busy parents (voiced by
Teri Hatcher and John Hodgeman).
As
she
explores
her
surroundings, she finds a small
door in the house that opens to a
brick wall. After meeting a skittish
boy named Wybie, she acquires his
grandmother’s old rag doll, which
resembles her exactly. While trying
to fall asleep that night, Coraline is
awoken by a mouse that leads her
back to the little door, which now
leads down a passageway.
When she gets to the other end,
she is disappointed because it
appears she has been led back to the
start. When she enters the kitchen,
however, people who appear to be
her mother and father greet her.
They have buttons for eyes and
are picture perfect, doting parents
that give her all the attention she’s
always wanted. But Coraline soon
learns that nothing is ever what it
seems.
The film was enjoyable and
looked spectacular with 3D glasses.
Selick’s direction is a lot more
streamlined here than it was in
“The Nightmare Before Christmas,”
and there were moments when the
animation took on an extremely
real quality. If you plan to see
“Coraline,” do yourself a favor and
eat first - otherwise you’ll find

BLOGGANG.COM

honest,
charming
ng
and cutesy lyrics,
cs,
they fail to address
ess
any issues other than
han
teenage
love
and
infatuation. They have the
h potential
i l
to make a statement, but play it way
too safe. Their composition is great,
while the vocal levels and guitar
parts naturally flow. The band

i n c o r p o rat e s
sslow tempos
and
fast
an
rhythms but cannot keep
their brazen energy going with
such
h petty llyrics
i and
d themes. Cut
Off Your Hands give a short-term
thrill but fail to merit a repeat play.
Hopefully they will learn from their
mistakes.

WINWAB.COM

yourself drooling over 3D-graphic
bacon and eggs!
The story itself was very
heartwarming and will appeal to
people of all ages. “Coraline” is a
dying breed of film - the type the
whole family can enjoy. However,
there are parts of the film that may
not be completely appropriate for
young children. One example is
one of Coraline’s neighbors, an old
woman who is physically “blessed”
and dresses as a mermaid complete with pasties.
There are also parts of the
film that some may consider
surprisingly creepy and haunting.
However, those moments are brief
and rare, so young children should
not be completely banned from
viewing.
The film is definitely an
adventure unlike any you have seen
before, filled with a lot of creativity
and innovation. The overall moral
of the film is also one for the ages:
“be careful what you wish for.”
In this day and age, more than
ever, people really take what they
have for granted. And, given our
economy, now may be a good time
to take that sentiment to heart.
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Lifestyles
Gonzalez y Gonzalez heats up downtown
Gonzalez y Gonzalez
625 Broadway
(between Bleecker St. and
Houston St.)
(212) 473-2727
B,D trains (Broadway-Lafayette stop), the 6
(Bleecker St.)

BY LISA GOMEZ
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While there are several restaurants and bars that line the strip of
Broadway through SoHo, Gonzalez
y Gonzalez stands out in more ways
than one.
You’re greeted by a hovering
sombrero above the entrance.
Once inside, diners experience
a relaxed, fun environment with
dimmed lights, welcoming hosts
and a steady stream of reggaeton
hits flowing out of the speakers.
Even on a weekday, Gonzalez
y Gonzalez is packed with patrons
sipping after-work cocktails at the
bar and gathered at the polished
cherry wood tables.
Shortly after being seated, diners are presented with bowls of
crisp chips and fresh salsa. The restaurant’s prices are in the median
range, but are reasonable with the
sizable portions.
The camarones salad is $13.95,
is generous with grilled jumbo
shrimp over mixed greens and pico
de gallo. Or try quesadillas ranging
from $8.95 to $10.25, but fajitas can
be up to $20.95.
If you’re looking for a place to
eat after catching an indie film at
the Angelika Film Center, you can
present your ticket stub to Gonzalez y Gonzalez around the corner to
receive either free dessert with your
dinner or two for one lime margari-

tas at the bar.
Another great feature of Gonzalez y Gonzalez is it transforms into
a chic nightclub Thursday through
Saturday nights. The restaurant expands to reveal a dance floor and
extended bar. It becomes so busy
that reservations are highly recommended for dinner during club
nights.
Salsa after your salsa? Gonzalez
y Gonzalez hosts free salsa lessons
at 8:30 on Thursdays and 10:30 on
Saturdays by professional salsa
instructor, Joey Corsica, who also
performs.
Also, live music is played Thursday through Saturday nights, giving
patrons the perfect opportunity to
show off the dance moves they’ve
learned during the salsa lessons.
Friday and Saturday nights require
IDs over 21 and classy attire.
Twenty-four-year-old Takiyah
Elfe, who works down the block
from Gonzalez y Gonzalez, raved
about her experience at the restaurant. “It’s wonderful. They don’t
just play one kind of music. They
play meringue, soca, and reggae…
It’s a diverse community.”
Gonzalez y Gonzalez’s excellent
service, flavorful food, and dedication to providing an entertaining and unique dining experience
makes it the perfect place for college students to relax and unwind
while taking a break from studying.

Out of 5 stars
Food:
Service:
Atmosphere:
Price: $$$ (20-25)

HAPPYHOURINTERNATIONAL.COM

Regaining your sanity in the city
BY ANYA KHALAMAYZER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Living in New York is like walking on a
tightrope. It takes a lot of concentration to
take the next step and when you look down,
the pressure is dizzying. Most of us have to
balance classes, projects, school club commitments, work, friends, family obligations
and all the visual, auditory, tactile and emotional stimulation the city throws our way.
Stress can overwhelm you very, very
quickly. If you’re like me - a college student
wading through life in the city - you know
there is a reason you are here. No place in the
world offers more opportunities to learn and
grow strong like New York. Still, some days
(especially close to the end of the workweek)
you know you’ve stretched yourself so thin
that you have no room left to enjoy your surroundings. In an urban environment, we can
get so worn down by the extraordinary that it
no longer surprises us.
Stress management becomes the task
of purging a deeply ingrained part of our
psyche. I urge you, for your own mental sanity, to take a little time every day to just “be”.
There are three simple things you can do today to strengthen yourself from the inside. All
it takes is a little encouragement to fit these
practices into your daily routine.
Breathe. Breathing slowly gives you time
to halt and re-organize your thoughts before
you rush into a decision. Dr. Andrew Weil
outlines a good, discrete breathing exercise
on drweil.com. First, exhale all the air in your
lungs through your mouth, then inhale only
through your nose as you mentally count
four steady beats. Hold your breath for seven
beats, and exhale again through your mouth

for a count of eight. Repeat as many times as
necessary. Try closing your eyes. If you can’t,
concentrating on counting will block background noise.
Take care of your body. Everyone knows
that a strong body is beneficial to long-term
health, but many people lack the energy
needed to exercise. Plan to take a yoga class,
like the free hour-long lessons offered at Yoga
to the People at St. Mark’s Place between 1st
and 2nd Avenues, two or three times a week.
Instructors emphasize the simplicity of yoga,
guiding the class through core strengtheners
and deep stretches. By the hour’s end you
will realize that you’re drenched in sweat and
ready to pull through the rest of the day. It’s
also a great way to re-connect with your fellow city dwellers. They’re not so bad when
they’re relaxed.
Ask for help when you need it. Taking care
of yourself is easier when you know you are
beginning to falter. If you feel like something
is “off,” do not wait until you cannot function.
Make an appointment with the Baruch
College Counseling Center by calling (646)
312-2155 or visit the office on the ninth floor
of the Annex Building (137 E 25th Street). The
center’s free confidential services range from
lending an objective ear to helping you better
organize your time and become a more successful student. All employees are licensed
psychiatrists, psychologists, pre-doctoral
students, or experienced social workers.
Stress can distance you from your shortand long-term goals. Take control of your
mental health by taking time out to breathe,
exercise, and sometimes even hand over the
reins to someone who can help you organize
the clutter in your head.

DREAMSTIME.COM

Taking time out to do yoga and breathing exercises will relieve your built up stress.
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Super foods
BY PRISCILLA POSADA AND ELYSSA
MALDONADO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND LIFESTYLES EDITOR

Australia was named the fattest
nation in the world, according to
news.com, and the United States
isn’t far behind. In New York City,
where fast food chains are numerous, it becomes difficult to choose a
healthy alternative to a greasy, convenient Big Mac.
According to an article on
health.msn.com, “A waist size of
[greater than] 40 inches for men,
and a waist size of [greater than]
35 inches for women is considered
high-risk [...] If your BMI (Body
mass index) is 25 or higher, this can
increase your risk of certain diseases such as type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, high blood pressure and
cardiovascular disease.”
Not only are those extra pounds
unattractive, but more importantly,
they are detrimental to your health.
For those of you that are trying to
shed some weight, why don’t you
try eating more? Yes, eating more.
New studies in the field of health
are showing that there are certain
foods, “super foods,” whose nutrient properties might actually help
contribute to weight loss.
An article in superfoodsrx.com,
states, “these nutritional powerhouse foods are loaded with nutrients crucial to a healthy, long life…
they contain high concentrations
of crucial nutrients, as well as the
fact that many of them are low in
calories.”
Some of these super foods include beans, blueberries, oats,
salmon, soy, green tea, tomatoes,
turkey, walnuts, yogurt and even
dark chocolate.
There is increasing evidence that
drinking green tea can boost your
metabolism and in turn increase
weight loss. According to webmd.
com, “Results indicate that substances found in green tea known
as catechins may trigger weight loss
by stimulating the body to burn calories and decreasing body fat.”
Yogurt is also effective in stimulating weight loss. According to
webmd.com, researchers found
that those who ate yogurt as part
of a reduced-calorie diet, lost an

HEALTH LINE.COM

WINEWRITER.FILES.WORDPRESS.COM

average of 14 pounds in 12 weeks.
While it is suspected that the calcium found in yogurt is part of the
reason that the participants weight
loss was so high, there is no actual
study that can make the correlation
between calcium and weight loss.
In addition to boosting your
metabolism and shedding some
pounds, these “super foods” will
also improve your complexion and
strengthen your hair and nails.
Overall, your whole body will
benefit from your new healthy
diet. The effort you put into making
healthier choices and incorporating
these foods into your daily diet will
allow you to eat your way towards
your personal health goals.
So the next time you find yourself reaching for an artery-clogging
bag of chips why not try a delicious
parfait instead and while you’re at
it, replace that morning caloriepacked cappuccino with a steaming cup of green tea.
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Poised to win
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The 2009 women’s softball team
is entering this season hoping to
build upon the breakout season
they had in 2008, when they came
one run away from making history
in the CUNY Athletic Conference
Championship game against Hunter College. With some key additions
to a roster that returns a strong core
of players, this year’s team is hoping to build upon their success.
At the top of the list has to be junior shortstop Melissa Pena. Pena
had an outstanding sophomore
season in 2008 when she batted .385
with five home runs and 28 Runs
Batted In. Her season was capped
off with the CUNYAC awarding her
the MVP award for the season.
With four seniors graduating
from the 2008 team, manager Jose
Negroni realizes that there is a large
amount of experience and leadership that needs to be replaced. Pena
was co-captain last season and will
now have the added role of leader
as well; she is the lone captain this
year. “The toughest thing for us will
be to not beat ourselves,” said Pena.
“During the season we will struggle,
as any team with new pieces will do
[…] But I truly believe as the season
progresses, we will hit our stride
and be a very good team.”
The team will have to do without
2007 Rookie of the Year Idelissa Lluveres, who was captain alongside
Pena and senior Lillian Gaton last
season. Lluveres suffered a seasonending injury in the off-season.
“It was a tough loss, but I think

we’ll be able to rebound once the
season gets underway,” Assistant
Coach Penny Weiner noted. “We
return some key players […] For us,
pitching will be the key.”
Along with Pena, the Bearcats
will see their strong pitching duo
return to the mound, with sophomores Andrea Tepfer and Lynn
Schiano hoping to build upon their
impressive rookie seasons. Tepfer
was named CUNYAC Rookie of the
Year in 2008, as the Staten Island
native won 14 games during her
initial season with the Bearcats averaging over a strikeout an inning
(139 k’s in 136.1 innings).
The team will be looking to their
newcomers to help fill the holes
created by graduation or injury. Expected to contribute right away are
Melanie Pellegrino and Christina
Arce. Pellegrino, a freshman, is
expected to be the Bearcats’ utility
player, as the versatile athlete will
see plenty of time all over the field.
Arce, a transfer from Kean University, is a pitcher who can also play
in the infield.
The 2009 team will be put to the
test right away as the squad will
head to Virginia Beach this Friday
to participate in the Virginia Wesleyan Beach Bash. Aside from playing some great out-of-conference
competition like Roanoke College,
Stevenson University, Arcadia and
Gettysburg College, the Bearcats
are hoping to brave the elements.
Despite the tropical name of the
event, temperatures this weekend
are projected to be in the mid-30s,
a far cry from ideal softball conditions.

TICKER ARCHIVES

The softball team has started training to take it all this season.
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Starbury is Gonebury
possibly a championship run with
It’s over. Finally.
The saga that has haunted the the Celtics.
Marbury is expected to step
New York Knicks for most of the
2008-09 season has finally come to in immediately for the team, and
an end as the Knicks and Stephon with the recent trade of point guard
Sam Cassel and the injury
Marbury agreed to a conto shooting guard Tony Altract buyout that would
len, which will sideline him
make “Starbury” a free
for at least six more weeks,
agent.
Marbury could look at 15 to
Already expected to
20 minutes off the Celtics
have a deal in place, Marbench as a combo guard.
bury will sign with the de“If the world champifending world champion
ons have interest, how can
Boston Celtics as soon as TIM PETROPOULOS
I not?” Marbury told The
he clears waivers. As a reBearcat Prowler
New York Post in January. “I
sult, if all the cards fall into
would be honored to put on
place, Marbury, who is expected to step in right away as the the white and green. The team that I
Celtics’ back-up point guard, could am on has said they don’t want me.
exact revenge against his former I want to move on with my career
club in the first round of the play- and they should want to move on.”
Born and raised in Coney Island
offs.
The breakup between the Knicks and drafted straight out of Lincoln
and Marbury came as a little bit of high school in Brooklyn, the trade
a shock to the public. Originally that brought Marbury back home
meeting with an arbitrator to dis- in 2005 seemed to be a match made
cuss the $400,000 fine that Marbury in heaven for the Knicks. However,
was charged for refusing to play, four head coaches, countless perthe hearing instead served as an ex- sonnel changes and many weird
cuse to finally get Knicks President events since, the falling out has beDonnie Walsh in the same room come nothing short of a nightmare.
Many Knick fans’ reactions to
with Marbury.
“The whole hearing was irrele- this news will definitely be negative
vant,” one source told The New York ones: the feeling of good riddance
Post. “It made everyone focus and to a man that single handedly
put everyone in one place instead brought this franchise nothing after
of a whole hearing where everyone promising so much.
But if we take a step back and
beats each other up.”
The deal was struck at approxi- look at the situation from a differmately 2:30 p.m. on Feb. 24 and ent angle, Stephon is still a kid from
was followed by an ecstatic Mar- the New York streets, a success
bury skipping outside the Manhat- story with a happy ending still to be
tan law office with his hands up, written. Even though his time with
the Knicks has not been exactly
screaming, “I’m happy!”
“A comprehensive agreement what we had all hoped, including
was made this afternoon between Marbury himself, we should still
the New York Knicks and Stephon embrace him as the son of New
Marbury,” the Knicks announced in York that we have watched tear up
a statement. “Under its terms, the the Public School Athletic League
grievance has been resolved and in the early 90s and not the arguthe Knicks have requested waivers mentative point guard surrounded
by no talent in the NBA.
on Stephon.”
So good luck Stephon, we wish
The deal allows Marbury to join
a team in time for the March 3 play- you well. Here is your chance to
off roster deadline, making him make New York proud again.
eligible for a playoff roster spot and

EPOCHTIMES.COM
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Volleyball falls despite good effort
game of the season,
the Bearcats
came a few points
short of victory
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR

After waiting six years to host
the Stevens Institute of Technology, Baruch’s men’s volleyball team
finally got the chance to play the
Nno. 4 ranked team in the country
on Friday, Feb. 27 at the ARC arena.
This could be the biggest win in
CUNY ever.
It was a game they had been preparing for all week, if not all season,
as this was the game widely recognized as the most important of the
season. They faced three very different opponents last week, starting
with the University of New Haven
on Tuesday, playing Medgar Evers
College on Thursday and capping it
all off with Stevens on Friday.
The team had been expecting
New Haven’s team to pose more of
a challenge, but the Chargers failed
to meet expectations. “I’m a little
disappointed in [New Haven,] to be
honest,” said Baruch Hhead Ccoach
Allison Gunther. “We lost in three
last year and prepared heavily for
this game, but they were not half as
good as last year’s team.”
Gunther thought this could have
been the result of a new coach,
though she was not able to say for
sure. The players had also thought

the game would be harder than it
ended up being. “I was expecting
more than they produced,” said
middle blocker Eryk Kowalski, who
had five kills, aces and blocks.
“It was a good opportunity to
work on some of the things we’ve
been practicing,” agreed his teammate, freshman outside hitter Gabriel Rivera.
The Bearcats ended the game
in three sets (30-21, 30-16. 30-19)
and quickly moved on to the next
thing on their agenda, a game
against Medgar Evers on Thursday that would serve as another
chance to try out some things they
had planned for the Stevens game.
“[The Medgar Evers game] is not
convenient, but we have to just
work on our own,” said Gunther a
few hours before the game.
“It’s just another game we have
to get through. We have to stay focused on Friday’s game,” said Rivera. He added that his teammates
and himself “have a lot of respect
for Stevens.”
The Medgar Evers game turned
out to be possibly easier than the
Bearcats had anticipated, as they
won by large margins in every set
(30-0, 30-3, 30-7). “It won’t be a
productive game,” had accurately
predicted Rivera.
Gunther kept her eyes on the Stevens game, and thought her team
was looking good due to the close
games they had played against other nationally ranked teams, which
served as a good preparation. “We
just need to realize that they’re an
excellent team and not be affected
by them. We need to keep fighting,
stay a team and focus.”

When it came down to it, however, the Bearcats did not quite
measure up to Stevens, despite
putting up a good fight. Stevens
won in three sets (30-27, 30-27, 3027), with a score that clearly indicated how close the Bearcats came
to extending the game to at least a
fourth set.
“We matched up with them
pretty well, but toward the end
of the games we made errors we
shouldn’t have,” said senior right
side Danial Levent. “We stayed
confident during the game, our defense was good. If we hadn’t made
those errors, we would have won.”
We’re always just a few points
away from winning,” had said
Gunther before the game, explaining that many of the other teams
are senior-based. “We only have
two senior starters.”
There was a good crowd for the
game, appropriately so given the
high stakes involved in the game.
Despite the loss against Stevens,
the Bearcats will continue to pursue their dominance of the conference when they face City Tech
Tuesday, using the experience they
gained from games like Friday’s to
continue improving.

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

In their biggest

BARUCH | 27 | 27 | 27
STEVENS | 30 | 30 | 30
Next game: City Tech, March 3

Despite a good battle, the Bearcats were defeated by no.4 Stevens on Friday night..

The sour taste of competition
BY STEFANIE SPARACCIO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Baruch’s cheerleaders felt neglected in the planning of this year’s championship.

Considered to be one of the single most attended
annual CUNY Athletic Conference events, the 2009
CUNYAC Cheerleading Competition is scheduled to
be hosted by Baruch College on March 3rd. This event
is and always has been something that Baruch cheerleaders have looked forward to participate in.
When the Bearcats received the opportunity to host
the 2009 event, most assumed that this year’s excitement would be no different than it had been for previous competitions but those assumptions quickly dissipated.
Feelings of anticipation and enthusiasm are now
long gone as recent reports of the competition’s itinerary have left the Baruch cheerleading squad frustrated
and confused.
Over the past few weeks, Baruch’s cheerleading
coach, Hanna Burris, noticed something worth questioning when e-mails about the upcoming CUNY Athletic Conference Cheerleading competition’s schedule
and itinerary were sent out from Brooklyn College — a
participating and opposing team — and not CUNYAC,
who sponsors and is responsible for administering the
event and all other conference championships.
Brooklyn College, home to the reigning CUNYAC
cheerleading champions for the past three years, has
reportedly chosen their own student athlete to sing the
National Anthem, has coordinated a mascot dance-off
without involving the Baruch Bearcat and has mapped
out the scheduling of the program, all of this without
consulting coach Burris and her squad, despite the fact
that they will be hosting the competition.
“We don’t know how it got to this point,” said Burris.
“There’s a big contradiction here. If CUNYAC sponsors
it, they should run it.” According to the Baruch athletic
director, Dr. Eng, information regarding the competi-

tion could have been dispersed in a better manner but
when it was all said and done, the logistics of the program were approved by CUNYAC Conference Commissioner, Zak Ivkovic.
When asked to comment on the issue, Commissioner Ivkovic pointed out that Baruch’s absence from
the competition for the past two years appearsv to be
the ultimate reason they have been out of the loop and
pointing fingers.
“The problem here is that Baruch has not been
involved the last two years, so they were unaware of
some of the rules and practices of this championship,”
he said. “They are perceiving this to be run by Brooklyn
College but that is not the truth.”
He then tried to clear things up. “There has been an
active effort by both Brooklyn coach [Tonika Simmons]
and other coaches to promote and better this event,”
Ivkovic said. “But no one else is running this but my
office.”
This left the Bearcats with a dilemma: should they
go on to compete on Tuesday, or should they make a
statement and opt out? According to Assistant Athletic
Director ,John Neves, “I don’t think it’d be right for us to
pull out.” While he understands the team’s discontent,
he would hate to see all their hard work go to waste.
With this in mind, it seems that the issue presents
a double-edged sword. Despite the perseverance and
dedication of the squad, Burris notices that this sport
usually and unfortunately is the first to get thrown to
the backburner. “Cheerleading attracts so much attention and is such a crowd pleaser and it doesn’t get taken seriously. It doesn’t get the attention is deserves.”
Either way one looks at the situation, it appears that
Baruch’s participation in the upcoming competition
will not be measured by the amount of trophies they
accumulate but by the respect that they believe they
deserve, yet feel they have not received.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“We have the bull’s eye on us; every team is chasing us, no matter who they are.”
- Machli Joseph
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Basketball’s bittersweet night
While the women’s team finished first in the conference, remaining undefeated for the
entire season, the men’s team did not manage to carry its victorious ways on to the end
of the conference championship, as they were defeated in the finals on Friday night.
BY TIM PETROPOULOS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Baruch’s undefeated season came to a halt
Friday night after a devastating loss to Brooklyn College, 86-69, at CCNY’s Nat Holman
Gym,
Baruch began the second half strong. Point
guard Tammer Farid, scoring 12 points in the
half, led the Bearcats and took the lead, 61-60,
with 12 minutes remaining.
“I looked up [at that point] and there was
about 11:56 left in the game and I thought
‘my goodness,’” said head coach Ray Rankis.
“Then we stopped scoring.”
A timeout allowed Brooklyn to regroup,
switching to a zone defense that threw the
Bearcats into disarray.
The switch sparked a 10 point streak, putting Brooklyn ahead, 70-61, for the remainder
of the game.
“Every possession counts, especially in a
game like this. Every possession is vital,” said
point guard Lionel Hilaire. “We got a couple
that didn’t go our way, it got a little out of
hand, and we couldn’t come back.”
Baruch began the game shaky, allowing
multiple turnovers that allowed the Bridges
to take an early lead.
The Bearcats were resilient in the first
half though, despite multiple runs by Brooklyn and a poor shooting performance by the
Bearcats (36 percent), and managed to pull
within six points, 35-29, before the break.
“In the first half we were trying to figure
out ways to score,” said Rankis. “They shot
well and we didn’t do a good enough job
stopping them.”
Baruch’s sloppy play lost them the game,
allowing 29 points off turnovers, 17 turnovers

and a negative 7-point second chance point
differential.
“We knew that if we had more than 15
turnover it would hurt us,” said Rankis. “A few
of the players that we count on struggled offensively.”
Brooklyn, who lost to Baruch earlier in
the season on a last
second free throw,
exacted their revenge
on the Bearcats After
feeling that the earlyseason game was sto- For more
len from them.
pictures of both
“We knew that championship
[first] game should finals, visit
have been ours, we theticker.org
felt [the referees]
yanked it from us,”
said
tournament
MVP Rich Jean-Baptiste. “What better time to
get them back?”
Although it is not the ending that they
wanted to their season, the Bearcats know
that this doesn’t take away from the accomplishments they achieved this season.
“We feel like we left it all on the court,” said
Rankis. “Basketball is a game where one team
wins and one team loses, the better team today won.”
CUNY conference play may be finished,
but the Bearcats still have a shot to make the
NCAA tournament and are working towards
post-season play.
“Practice is Sunday ... The season is still
not over,” said Hilaire. “We are still going to
keep fighting, keep practicing, keep playing,
and see where that leads us.”

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

The championship final marked Kalea Davis’ 17th consecutive double-double game, an NCAA record.
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR

In a game that will be remembered in Baruch’s history for years to come, the women’s
basketball team defeated Lehman College in
a controversial and heated championship final on Friday.
Until the last second no one could have
said with certainty whether it would be remembered with euphoria or disappointment,
but the game turned out to be a prolongation
of the Bearcats’ undefeated conference season. “It was the perfect ending to the perfect
season,” said head coach Machli Joseph in a
press conference following the game.
The game was heated from the very first
minute, and there was not a dull moment, as
both teams struggled for the third consecutive year to capture the championship title.
“I have to give a lot of credit to Lehman,”
said Joseph. “They played the best they played
all year, and kept us on our heels.” Joseph also
mentioned the Lightning’s Whittney Barnes’
performance, saying she had played so well
she should “place her name in the NBA bid.”
“I’m disappointed at the way the game
ended,” said Lehman head coach Eric Harrison’s at the post-game press conference. If
his words were not so kind, it was due to the
controversial ending the game had.
After fighting for the lead throughout the
entire game, the Lighting had two-points
over the Bearcats with less than 20 seconds
left. Against all odds, Baruch captains Kalea
Davis and Monique Salmon worked together
to get the ball to senior captain Karlee Whipple, who took a shot and brought the score
to 63-63.
However, Joseph soon made use of a
new rule that allows video review on plays
and challenged the two points his team had
been awarded, calling for a third point to be
added.
The video was reviewed for over ten minutes, creating tension and anticipation in the
entire gym.
“You have two ladies watching the shot for

about 15 minutes, which means it’s apparent
it’s not obvious,” said Harrison. “I would have
liked to see what they were looking at. They
had time to watch a soap opera.”
The rows of Baruch fans, dressed in light
blue shirts, soon erupted into a roar as the officials announced the Bearcats obtained the
point, bringing the score to 64-63. It would
stay that way for the last few seconds, despite
Sally Nnamani’s two attempted free throws.
“You have to remember she’s just a 21 yearold playing basketball. She’s just a Division
III player,” said Harrison. “It was too much
pressure.”
The anxiety caused by the game’s delay
was just another element of stress for both
teams, for whom both halves of the game had
been spent in intense competition. “Even
though we’re trained to deal with this, I was
so fatigued,” said Davis. “It was one of the
most difficult games of my career.”
Neither team managed to pull away from
the other by a significant margin, despite
putting every effort possible into taking the
lead.
The pace of the game in the last few minutes accelerated and was almost dizzying, as
the Bearcats and the Lightning ran back and
forth, quickly switching from offense to defense.
The bleachers, now full on both sides, responded accordingly, in what soon looked
and sounded like a fan competition.
“When we were struggling, I just reminded my team that we are fighters,” said Joseph,
who felt like they had just won a national
championship. “The emotion … I cried, I was
on the floor.”
Sitting together at the press conference
table, Joseph, Salmon, Davis and Whipple
all looked emotional and still shocked. “It’s
a bittersweet feeling,” said Whipple. “I can’t
even express how I feel [about the game,] but
I love these girls.”
Looking back, any other ending would
have stripped the ladies’ season of any meaning. “I would have shaved my head,” said Davis. “All of it.”
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The Brooklyn Bridges scored the first basket of the finals, and never allowed the Bearcats to catch up.
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The women’s basketball team successfully capped off an undefeated conference season with a nail-biting final against Lehman College. PAGE 27.

